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1. DARE & the challenge that was put to the market
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DARE - The challenge

DARE - Positioning within the DA community
If we re-imagined DA, what would it look like?

To engage directly with the Delegated Authority community
and collaborate to understand their challenges, ideas,
inspirations and insights to deﬁne a vision for the future of
DA.
Do so in an open and transparent manner where any and all
ideas are open to discussion, nothing is off the table.
Promote collaboration throughout, encouraging the sharing
of thoughts and ideas between different Stakeholder
groups to ensure appreciation of the different viewpoints,
wants and needs across the DA value chain.
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This is not about digitising today's way of working, this is about
re-thinking what we do, why we do it, and where the value is,
creating a new vision for DA that will re-imagine and digitise the
business model to support growth and enable cost savings.

We need to re-engage the global DA community, in partnership, to
understand how we can create a bold new world in which we can
thrive. We need to address why, where and how we trade and
transact.

Build trust by being transparent in the sharing of ideas and
challenges that are put forward by the community,
unconstrained by internal politics/agendas.

Let’s dare to try something different. The Future at Lloyd’s is
embarking on delivering the foundations we will need to
survive. How do build on those foundations and re-imagine the DA
business model - generating a digital-first and value-driven
distribution strategy which will allow us to thrive.

Do so in way that ‘makes it real’ for the DA community so
that they can easily connect with the ideas and visualise
how they could become reality.

We will only get there with you, the market. This is your call to arms.
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2. Our approach
Re-engage, Re-imagine, Re-volution
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Activity

Objective/Outcome

Discovery

Using a number of different methods including workshops, one-to-one interviews and
surveys, engage the different stakeholders within DA to identify the priority topics/themes to
be reviewed and re-thought during the innovation stage.

Innovation

Enlisting the support of forward thinking stakeholders, use online workshops to collaboratively
review in depth the priority topics/themes that were identiﬁed during the Discovery stage and
propose new ideas as to how they could be addressed.

Vision

Taking the outputs of the Discovery and Innovation stages, create a vision for how Delegated
Authority could be transacted in the future including an assessment of the impacts and
beneﬁts of each change and a view on whether each could be delivered now as a tactical item
or requires a more strategic delivery.
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STAGE ONE

RE-ENGAGE

STAGE TWO

Connect with the DA community

Stakeholder analysis:

●
●

Workshops with LMA to identity
stakeholder groups within DA
Extensive online and offline
work to encourage the market to
sign up to the Dare initiative

Engagement & Communication plan:

●
●

●
●

Surveys used throughout to
engage with individuals
lmadare.com website launched
and used as key vehicle to
register interest and share
output
Direct contact initiated to
encourage market involvement
Creation and pilot of remote
collaborative workshop formats

RE-IMAGINE
Collaborate to build a new vision

RE-VOLUTION
Bring the ideas to life...

Discovery:

Vision build:

Workshops, surveys and interviews to
engage the DA community to assess
what is good, bad and ugly about DA

The output of DARE includes the
following:

Innovation:

A series of tactical and evolving
workshops and one-to-one interviews to
discuss ideas and explore the art of the
possible, taking into account opinions
across all different stakeholder groups.
Findings and conclusions validated with
the project sponsor and steering group
throughout.

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

End-to-end video
Storyboards
User journey flows
High level benefits identification
Business case
Collated workshop outputs
Collated interview outputs
Future at Lloyd’s compatibility
assessment

Release timeline:

All outputs published on the
lmadare.com website in May 2021 for
all to see and interact with.
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STAGE THREE
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High level plan

RE-VOLUTION

RE-IMAGINE

RE-ENGAGE

Vision published
Visuals launched on microsite:
• Business case
• Storyboard
• User journey ﬂows
• Collated workshop outputs
• Collated interview outputs
• Future at Lloyd’s compatibility
assessment

Discovery
•
•
•
•
•

Oct-Dec
2020

Discovery workshops
SME interviews
Research ﬁndings consolidated
Innovation topics identiﬁed
Innovation participants recruited

January
2021

Feb-Mar
2021

May 2021

Innovation
Mobilisation & Readiness

• Innovation workshops
• SME interviews
• Innovation ideas consolidated

• Project launch
• Discovery and Innovation
participants identiﬁed
• Discovery participants recruited
• Workshop approach and schedule
agreed

Vision build start
• Storyboard
• User journey ﬂows
• High level beneﬁts identiﬁcation
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Using digital to engage the DA community remotely during COVID-19 to
explore themes, ideas & challenges
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Total Engagement coverage
45 workshops and 12 one-to-one interviews with 336 DA community attendees
Attendee Locations

Attendees
Jan

Feb

Mar

Total

Stakeholder Group

Broker

5

18

13

36

Broker

36

Broker with CH status

5

5

2

12

Broker with CH
status

12

Coverholder

29

26

24

79

41

67

62

182

DCA

1

4

4

9

Other

4

9

5

18

85

129

110

336

Stakeholder Group

Managing Agent

Totals

Dec

12

12

10

10
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Aus/NZ

Canada

EU

Coverholder

3

8

Managing Agent

1

1

180

DCA

1

2

6

1

17

Other
Totals

5

12

1

UK

1

25

276

US

42

42

Total Engagement coverage (cont.)
Opportunities for growth in DA:

4 surveys with 219 responses received
Respondent
Stakeholder Group

S1

Broker

23

S2

S3

S4

Total

14

37

“Improved data and
analytics will enable growth
in all lines”
Beazley

“Alternative capacity,
automation”
Aon
“Using technology to
streamline the process and
“With strong data, classes and subclasses
access more business”
that may not originally be recognised as
Atrium
profitable may now be more appealing ”
Besso

If I could change ONE thing in DA:
Best way to reduce cost:

Broker with CH status
Coverholder

14

44

Managing Agent

62

62

DCA

5

5

Vendor

7

7

Other

64

64

166

219

Totals

20

23

20

10

10

“Streamline data,
understand chain
better, work together”
ED Broking

“Use technology to eliminate certain
processes thus enabling agents and
brokers to reduce their commissions”
Atrium

“Facilitate peer-to-peer exchange of data (replacing
bordereaux); adopting ACCORD standards; leveraging
data/technology/analytics; reducing non-value add
touchpoints in the supply chain; digitization & automatic
settlements”
AXIS Capital
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“Integrated concurrent
online system. The output
will be there in real time as it
is pushed in”
ReTSis TPAs

“One point of contact for all Premium,
Claim and RLD information and it is
audited and validated and known to be
correct., too much time is spent
chasing for data, and also ensuring it
is correct”
“Speed of change is far too
Ascot
slow. Remove any barriers
to accessing data”
Atrium
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“The practice of allowing Bilateral
data requirement discussions
leading to countless, non
conformed, data models”
ASTA

STAGE ONE

RE-ENGAGE

www.lmadare.com used to launch the Dare project and solicit community interest and engagement
Bold and impassioned tone of voice

‘Call to arms’ video

Interactive

12
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Ongoing communication
via weekly blog posts

Awareness via social media

STAGE TWO

RE-IMAGINE

Discovery Workshops
Highly visual and interactive workshop routine to engage constructively with multiple different stakeholders of the DA
community to assess what is good, bad and ugly about DA today from their perspectives. Attendees invited to add what they
think is good and bad about DA today and then vote on the bad items to add priority.

All of these workshops to be conducted
remotely due to COVID-19 restrictions and to
allow global reach with DA community
stakeholders outside of the UK.
Used as a means of collating evidence of the
current issues whilst providing the community
with a safe space to share their frustrations,
getting things off of their chest to allow the
Innovation workshops to be approached in the
right manner, attitude and headspace to
re-imagine Delegated Authority in a positive
manner.
Supplemented by one-to-one interviews to validate discussion points raised during the Discovery workshops in
more detail.
13
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Discovery engagement coverage
15 workshops and 6 one-to-one interviews
Workshop Attendees
Stakeholder Group

Dec

with 92 DA community attendees

Interview Attendees

Jan

Feb

Total

Stakeholder Group

Broker

3

1

4

Broker with CH status

5

2

Coverholder

26

Attendee Locations

Jan

Feb

Total

Broker

2

1

3

7

Coverholder

3

3

8

34

Managing Agent

4

4

14

2

28

Other

1

1

DCA

1

3

4

Totals

10

Other

3

1

4

52

17

81

Managing Agent

Totals

12

12

11

Aus/
NZ

Canada

7

Broker with CH status

7

Coverholder

1

Managing Agent

1

31

DCA

1

3

Totals
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UK

Broker

5

Other

14

14

1

Stakeholder Group

14

US

17

5
3

5

67

17

700+ contributions

15
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STAGE TWO

RE-IMAGINE

Innovation Workshops
Tactical, multi-tiered approach to soliciting ideas from the DA community to address the issues and opportunities that were
raised during Discovery.

Workshops conducted with both mixed and single
stakeholder groups and with individual companies.
Starting by focussing in on speciﬁc themes and
opportunities to generate ideas.
Evolved to start visualising and validating how
digital tooling and ways of working could deliver
these ideas.
Evolved further to review end to end digital
journeys and challenge, validate and prioritise each
component.

Supplemented by one-to-one interviews to validate discussion points raised during the Innovation workshops in
more detail.
16
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Innovation engagement coverage
30 workshops and 6 one-to-one interviews
244 DA community stakeholders involved
Workshop Attendees
Stakeholder Group

Feb

Mar

Total

Stakeholder Group

Broker

16

12

28

Broker

Broker with CH status

3

2

5

Coverholder

1

Coverholder

17

24

41

Managing Agent

2

63

60

146

Other

DCA

1

4

5

Totals

Other

8

2

10

108

104

235

Managing Agent

Totals

Jan

23

23

Feb

3

Stakeholder Group
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Aus/NZ

Canada

EU

UK

Mar

Total

1

1

Broker

29

1

Broker with CH
status

5

2

4

3

3

6

9

Coverholder

2

3

1

11

Managing Agent

1

149

DCA

2

3

Other

1

12

Totals

17

17

Attendee Locations

Interview Attendees

2

7

1

209

US

25

25

15 workshops with 115 attendees focussing in on speciﬁc themes and opportunities
to generate ideas.
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9 workshops with 77 attendees,

visualising and validating how digital tooling and

ways of working could deliver these ideas.
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6 workshops with 43 attendees to review end to end digital journeys and challenge,
validate and prioritise each component.
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STAGE THREE RE-VOLUTION
A digitally re-imagined vision for Delegated Authority
Creating an end to end vision of how DA could be transacted differently.

Using the ideas and challenges raised during Discovery and
validated with the market in the Innovation stage to create a
vision of how digital could be amped up to help the DA
community stakeholders transact.
Collaborating constructively with the Future at Lloyd’s
programme to understand areas of synergy, overlap and
enhancement.
A rallying call to the market to constructively engage with
Lloyd’s and make this vision a reality...

Materials from Discovery, Innovation and Vision build are published on lmadare.com for all to see.
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Conclusions
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Dare engaged the market to ﬁnd out what they want the future of Delegated Authority to be,
unconstrained by today’s processes and systems, and they told us that:
-

DA will always be a human led market that relies on the ability of different stakeholder
groups to network and collaborate effectively.

-

The processes and tools that are currently being used to support stakeholders within
DA are outdated and in some cases hindering stakeholders rather than helping.

-

23

Coverholders in particular want to be able to transact without having to continuously
update their internal systems to keep up with seemingly endless changes to the data
reporting requirements of DA. For some, the overheads of doing this are putting their
continued participation within the DA market at risk.

-

Storing information in silos promotes duplication of effort and makes it hard to ensure
that those who need information have access to the right data, when they need it.

-

The individual compliance responsibilities for syndicates is pushing their costs
upwards and the multiple interpretations of what constitutes regulatory compliance is
causing a signiﬁcant amount of duplication, confusion and strain on Coverholders.
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Human-ﬁrst
Integrity
Values
Trust
Quality

A sample of points raised by the DA community during Discovery
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In practical terms, the root causes of the friction, delay, repetition and behaviours that
frustrate the DA community today relate to their inability to easily access and share the
information that they need to transact, when they need to.
Whether discussing improvements to process, timeliness, costs or Customer experience
there was broad agreement across the community that the following is needed:
-

Information should be easier to access from one place

Human-ﬁrst
-

-

-
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Information needed to transact should be available on demand to those who need to
see it, when they need it

Integrity

Information standards need both updating to reﬂect today’s ways of working and also
standardising to remove any ambiguity or different interpretation that drives repetition

Trust

Each entities’ status within DA is a separate concern to the propositions that are
delivered via the market. Compliance should be the focus of the market owner and
underwriting quality of the proposition risk should be the focus of the Managing
Agents and Syndicates.
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Values

Quality
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To address the points raised during Discovery, for a market that relies on accurate and timely
information sharing between thousands of different stakeholders across the globe, it is clear
that a modern, digital toolset is required.
The market is ready for this, and keen to engage further with Lloyd’s to make this happen as
quickly as possible. How and which elements though can differ depending on the stakeholder
type and their individual size and maturity as an entity with DA. For example:

Human-ﬁrst
-

-
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Some stakeholders of the DA community have invested heavily into their own IT
capabilities are looking for a means to connect with Lloyd’s to access information and
process internally.
Others do not have that appetite or capability, particularly in the Coverholder
community, and are looking to Lloyd’s to provide access to solutions that allow them to
interact directly with tools required for them to complete the activities that they are
responsible for when transacting within DA.
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Integrity
Values
Trust
Quality

3. The market’s future vision for DA
A future digital DA model
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Core User Journeys
Main Scenario 1: Coverholder uses Broker, Lead MA & Follows both underwrite risk
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Core User Journeys
Main Scenario 2: Coverholder uses Broker, Lead MA underwrites all risk
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Core User Journeys
Main Scenario 3: Coverholder goes direct to Lead MA, Lead & Follows both underwrite risk without Broker assistance
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Core User Journeys
Main Scenario 4: Coverholder goes direct to Lead MA, Lead MA underwrites all risk
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Core User Journeys
Main Scenario 5: Coverholder goes direct to Lead MA, then enlists Broker to engage Follow market
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Examples of how multiple services could be together via a unified user experience layer
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Why digital makes sense for DA
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Key reasons why digital makes sense for DA
1.

Provides the means to make data available in one place for community stakeholders to
access when needed, reducing/removing friction points, misunderstanding and the need for
duplication.

2.

Gives all stakeholder groups access to single solution that provides the information and
tooling that they need to transact as efﬁciently as possible, wherever they are based across
the world.

3.

4.

5.

Enables changes to the DA business and operating model to be made, from use of
intermediaries and associated costs through to the way in which Claims DCAs are engaged
to process claims.
Leverages the work within the Future at Lloyd’s change programme to connect with and
utilise the solutions that add value, whilst also allowing connectivity to the best tech
solutions across the wider insurance world and other industries, to automate as much of the
current admin workload within DA as possible.
Provides a step change for the DA market to move to a model of working that utilises a
common front end that connects to multiple services behind the scenes, enabling changes
to these services to be made without the need to have to introduce new systems for
stakeholders to have to access and learn to use.

lmadare.com
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Human-led

Data Driven

Digitally Enabled

Beneﬁts summary
1.

Promotes optionality to reduce unnecessary parties in the chain.

2.

Drives a focus for intermediaries to have to ensure that their services add value and are
competitive in cost.

3.

Provides opportunities to challenge the the current remuneration model.

4.

Regulatory compliance no longer open to interpretation of each individual syndicate/ market
partner. Removes many of the compliance overheads currently managed by syndicates.

5.

Supports opportunity for scale and growth in new territories by making DA more accessible
as a market from anywhere in the world.

6.

That they will book more business elsewhere unless Lloyd’s DA is drastically improved.

7.

Improves Customer outcome and experience.

8.

Reduces acquisition costs by making it easier for products to be brought to market.

9.

Reduce expense ratio by removing a lot of the duplication that takes place when considering
the compliance status of a Coverholder and underwriting a proposition.

10.
11.
38

Provides consistency and assurance of the compliance checks that are required within DA.
Moves the focus of Managing Agents and syndicates to be on product and underwriting
quality not compliance attainment.
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Human-led

Data Driven

Digitally Enabled

DA community beneﬁts enabled through use of a uniﬁed experience layer

-

-

-

Surfaces information in a way that that makes is easier to
access, view and work with for all parties who need to see
it, when they need to see it.

Easy access and visibility of data makes it possible to
streamline Lead/Follow underwriting discussions.

-

Clear visibility throughout - workﬂow and status possible

-

Provides a bridge to connect with 3rd party services that
add value to DA, from APIs for tech technically mature
stakeholders to a GUI for the smaller, less tech enabled
organisations within the DA community.

-

Support use of assurance analytics (OCR, AI) to read
uploaded documents and translate into structured data
for user to see on screen and conﬁrm/correct in real time.

-

Reduced human effort and error rate through use of
assurance analytics with exception based human checks.

Encourages timely and smart collaboration between
Coverholders, Brokers, Underwriters and DCAs.

Easy access to current entity compliance and audit
information eradicates the need to request and compile
the same information multiple times.

-

Easier experience for all parties to engage.

-

Connects policy premium, risk and claims data together
faster, in an accessible and user friendly manner.
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DA community beneﬁts enabled through use of a uniﬁed experience layer

-

-

Data surfaced in a clean and joined up manner provides
opportunities to streamline and automate administrative
elements throughout.

Supports growth by driving adoption of new Coverholders
in target different territories.

-

Ongoing data evaluation and cleansing activities can be
automated (e.g. any Coverholder who joins but doesn't get
a product live within 12 months is automatically removed).

-

Provides a common UI experience for the DA community
that will remain regardless of the changes that take place
behind the scenes to improve, remove or supercede the
3rd party services and data stores that make up the DA
information chain.

Exception based activities possible through use of
automation and workﬂow to ﬂag items requiring attention
in a single space regardless of the true source of the data
behind the scenes.

-

Achieve both speed of processing and robust decision
recording through use of legally endorsed e-signature
functionality.

-

Provide on screen guidance regarding the roles and
responsibilities of entities within DA.

40
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Design principles
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Design principles for using digital solutions in DA successfully
Human-ﬁrst - DA is a nuanced market and

Promote optionality - Make it easy for

Hyperconnectivity - Provide multiple

the relationship-based activity should not be
replaced by technology, but enhanced and
streamlined. As mentioned many times this is
not about Disintermediation, but about
assistance.

users to understand what they can and
cannot do at each stage of the process,
including options for engaging directly with
others in the market.

means for users to provide, access and
extract information so that all stakeholder
groups and sizes are catered for within DA.

Uniﬁed experience - Bond the experience

Use to set standards and raise the bar -

Use the best of what’s out there - Create

that users within DA have, by creating an
engaging front-end layer with a consistent
experience, enabling users to create, share
view and collaborate on content.

use automation, workﬂow and integration to
constantly check and validate data, notifying
users of issues by exception when action is
required.

a layer that allows connection to the best
technical solutions within Lloyd’s, Insurtech
and wider markets at all times. Make it easy to
replace, remove or add services to the mix.

Show the right data at the right time -

Used to encourage positive culture
changes in DA - Make it easy to share

Use tech that works for the users -

Surfacing together data in a coherent manner
that supports the process or activity being
undertaken by the user.

compliance and product data in a way that
removes the need for multiple parties to
request and compile the same information
multiple times.

Guided and intuitive - Make it easy to
access, understand and use for all DA
Stakeholder groups.
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prioritise solutions that make best use of
automation, workﬂow and analytics to
minimise the administrative overheads on
users to provide information.

How a unified digital experience within DA could positively enhance elements of the DA model

Onboarding

Separating onboarding activities and
changes from product underwriting to
streamline the way in which
Coverholders can access the DA market

Product
collaboration

Binding &
placing

Streamline methods for obtaining
capacity for a proposition covering both
sole funded and lead/follow

Ongoing
capacity

Provide capacity on an ongoing basis
and streamline how capacity is
reduced or removed

Oversight

Use data and digital tools to automate
checks where possible - reduce and
remove duplication and manage by
exception

Rating

Using rating/scores for each DA party
to drive decision making on
propositions and compliance checks

Claims
handling

Connect proposition, policy and claims
data so stakeholders have better and
quicker access to the information

Funding

43
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Use digital tools to connect different
stakeholders with each other and the
proposition data in real time

Manage the movement and
reconciliation of capacity, premium
income and claims payments

1

Separating onboarding activities and checks from
product underwriting to streamline the way in
which entities can access the DA market

●

Make this element all about establishing the suitability of
the
Coverholder
to
work
within
the
market
(Financials/PI/Operational Resilience Docs etc) - looking
separately at product/underwriting.

●

Sign up once using standardised, non-negotiable T&Cs, that
able the entity to engage with all capacity providers in the
DA market.

●

●

●
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Onboarding

2

Product collaboration
Use digital tools to connect different stakeholders
with each other and the proposition data in real time

●

Make it easier for Coverholders to determine whether they
need the services of an intermediary or not when bringing a
product a market.

●

Provide the means for intermediaries to offer ﬁxed fee
remuneration options for services provided in this area.

●

Replace the requirement for sponsorship to join with a 2
stage process of allowing Coverholders access to the
market once checked and T&C’s signed but withhold
awarding of approved Coverholder status until the ﬁrst
proposition/product is launched/live.

Make it easier for Coverholders, Brokers and MAs to ﬁnd and
connect with each other remotely, using data to compare
and suggest compatibility.

●

Facilitate real time, tripartite working between Coverholders,
Brokers and Managing Agents to minimise the time and
effort taken to get a proposition ready for underwriting
assessment.

Utilise 3rd party services across the globe, relevant to the
territories of business so that as many checks as possible
can be automated - exceptions ﬂagged for human attention.

●

Bring all data about a proposition into a single place so that
people can easily and quickly see what they need to see,
making it easier to share this with others for follow
investment consideration, audit etc.

Remove the need for paper and minimise the need to key
lots of data into systems by introducing digital document
reading and e-signature technologies.
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3
●

●
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Binding & placing
Streamline methods for obtaining capacity for a
proposition covering both sole funded and
lead/follow
Remove duplicated requests for information between the
Underwriter and Broker/Coverholder by making the data that has
been viewed by the Lead to make a commitment visible to
Follows.
Use workﬂow with digital directories of known network contacts
and suggested new contacts to support Coverholders and
Brokers in moving the conversation between different Follows,
allowing them to create an electronic ‘market list’.

●

Provide capability for Follows to setup rules regarding automated
initial decision making on speciﬁc products or following certain
Underwriting leads.

●

Make the entire product data set (product, business plan, policy
wording, contracts etc.) a version controlled, continuous product
where amends can be suggested and accepted whenever
required. Remove the concept of binders needing annual
renewal.

●

Make the full version history of the product from idea to live to
being superseded by a new version easily available to view and
report on as required.
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Ongoing capacity
Provide capacity on an ongoing basis and
streamline how capacity is reduced or removed

●

Replace the concept of annual renewal with checkpoints
to assess performance and make any required amends.

●

Create the ability for contracts that are assessed as ﬁne
to be left to run until next review without the need to
recontract each year.

●

Use the data provided in the proposition business case
with ongoing updates from Coverholders and DCAs to
automatically and continuously assess the performance
of the product, ﬂagging for the attention of involved
parties where thresholds are breached.

●

Having the data available in a single place and using
workﬂow to share this data with parties has the potential
to shorten the time frame needed to replace capacity
where this is required.

5
●

●
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Oversight
Use data and digital tools to automate checks
where possible - reduce and remove
duplication and manage by exception
Move to a model of automated, continuous checking of data
and 3rd party KYC services so that the need to take action is
ﬂagged by exception rather than being an annual event.
Apply this principle to both compliance and product
performance.
Use digital solutions to read and extract key content of
documents like PI insurance docs and use this data to drive
activities like renewal dates reminding the Coverholder that
something is due in advance and ﬂagging by exception
cases where the required activity has not taken place.

●

Replace Bordereaux with a model where performance and
risk data is passed from Coverholders and TPAs via API as
the default, with an option to drag and drop ﬁles to be read
and processed digitally for less tech enabled community
stakeholders.

●

Make the performance and risk level data provided by
Coverholders and DCA’s accessible in a single place so that
it becomes possible to easily share information, overlay with
external data feeds where needed and make more timely
and informed decisions.
lmadare.com

6

Rating
Using rating/scores for each DA party to drive
decision making on propositions and compliance
checks

●

Use data to make ongoing objective risk based decisions
about different entities within the DA market.

●

Use to drive, even automate decision making as to the
the level and frequency of checks to subject a
Coverholder to each year, including frequency/focus of
audit.

●

Use to support decision making as to the most suitable
entity to engage with on a product.

7
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Claims handling
Connect proposition, policy and claims data so
stakeholders have better and quicker access to
the information

8

Funding
Manage the movement and reconciliation of
funds used for capacity, premium income and
claims payments

●

Allow underwriters and Coverholders to connect premium
and claims data together faster.

●

Make reporting on premiums easier to do, access and
reconcile.

●

Use changes in the data to conﬁrm a claim as settled to
automatically trigger payment events to the policy holder so
that activities occur in parallel wherever possible.

●

Shorten the amount of time it takes for an authorised claim
payment to be made to Claimants.

●
●

Provide all interested parties with a means to understand
what stage their claim is currently at.

●

Provide a means to link to 3rd party event warning services
and use this to drive pre-event communication with a
Customer to assist with Loss Prevention and improved
Claims experience should the worst happen and a claim be
required.

Automate the creation, funding, monitoring and top-up
activities to ensure that Claims fund levels do not prevent
or hold up claims payments being made as quickly as
possible.

●

Automate the collation, calculation and notiﬁcation of
premium apportionment between invested parties.

●

Automate collection of premium payments from
Coverholder disbursement accounts to the collection
accounts of invested parties.

●

Provide the means to make real time, informed decisions to
amend the mandate limits of a DCA and implement this
without the need to amend the contract. Reducing referrals
when needed in an easy manner.

●

Use workﬂow for referrals where they are needed.

lmadare.com

Ideas to change the current DA business and operating model
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Ideas to change the current DA business and operating model
Standardised compliance - Lloyd’s to lead as the market owner
by engaging with local regulatory bodies to agree a standard
interpretation of the type of checks and data needed to ensure
attainment.

Centralised compliance activities - Lloyd’s to be responsible for
undertaking all compliance and audit checks of entities within the DA
market and sharing this information with stakeholders that need to
see it to perform their duties.

Fee based intermediary service costs - Make it easy for
Coverholders to determine which elements of transacting within DA
they require the services of an intermediary for and create a means
for services to be charged as ﬁxed fee where this is the appropriate
means of remuneration.

Lead/Follow engagement - change the current culture of the
Lead MA and all Follows all asking for different information to assess
and underwrite a product proposition so that Lead has main
responsibility for collating the information required and Follows are
able to see and use this to make their own internal assessments and
decisions.

Make the market more accessible by removing historic
Lloyd’s terminology - No more coverholders but rather
underwriting, distribution & claims partners
49
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Separate entity compliance checks from product
underwriting - Entity level compliance checks to be undertaken by
Lloyd’s centrally, at point of accessing the market, when bringing a
new product to market and ongoing. Product rIsk assessment and
underwriting checks to be undertaken by Managing Agents and
syndicates at point of contracting on a product and ongoing to
assess performance against plan.

Digital product management - Using digital tools to bring all
product data together into a single dataset makes it possible to treat
the data as a continuous product, managed through use of digital
version control and audit history. Introduce a legally endorsed
e-signature service to capture approvals to T&Cs, cross-party
contract etc.

Continuous product management - Use automation and
workﬂow to constantly assess performance of entities and their
associated products against their business plans and determine
whether action/intervention is required by exception. Remove the
need to re-contract each year for items that are performing to plan.

Continuous entity compliance - Use automation, event
diarisation and workﬂow to constantly assess the regulatory
compliance status of an organisation within DA. Flag items for human
intervention by exception, remove the need for annual compliance
events.

Ideas to change the current DA business and operating model
Data driven, objective, informed decision making -

Single set of market entry T&Cs - Change DA onboarding for

continuously compile data about each entity in DA to create a set of
performance ratings that can be used by others when deciding
whether to collaborate, contract and transact together.

Coverholders so that they are only required to sign up to a ingle,
non-negotiable set of market level T&Cs which set their
responsibilities and duties as a Coverholder and authorise them to
engage with any other party in the DA market. All other contracting
for a Coverholder becomes speciﬁc to a product.

Data driven networking - Make it easier for Coverholders to
connect with the most appropriate Brokers and Managing Agents by
allowing entities to specify and maintain their services and
investment apetities for different DA business.

Multiple DCA assignment to product - Introduce the use of
DCA ‘panels’ so that a Lead Managing Agent can choose to appoint
multiple DCAs to a product in a hierarchy that provides additional
DCA support when the primary DCA is unable to manage an event on
their own.

Improved DCA awareness - Lead Managing Agents appoint the
Claims DCA to a product earlier in the process as part of their
internal underwriting activities. The DCA is required to access and
assess the proposition and conﬁrm they are capable of supporting
the projected claims proﬁle in the business plan.

Remove the need for Coverholder sponsorship - ‘Lloyd’s

DCA Consortia - Managing Agents to consider co-creation of legal

Approved Coverholder’ status granted and maintained as part of a
product being launched into market. No live products = loss of
‘approved’ status.

DCA entities in key territories where they all have risk exposure to
handle volume claims events at reduced operating costs.

Claim loss prevention assistance - Link policy, claims and
external event data together to forecast impact and make this
information accessible to Coverholders in a way that allows them to
contact their Customers with loss prevention and claims guidance.
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Product Service Tower
Examples of how a ﬂexible distribution model that links activity, value & cost could be used to remunerate stakeholders
based upon the value that they add to the product:
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